Maintain Your Investment
UPHOLSTERY FURNITURE
Keep your upholstery clean. If you purchased the 5 Year Protection Program, please refer to the warranty hand-out for cleaning information or
for any accidental stain or damage that may occur.
• Annually, have your furniture cleaned by a professional upholstery cleaner.
•	Weekly, vacuum your upholstery with a brush attachment, or if you prefer, use a lint roller to remove dust and debris, unless you purchased
Feather and Down cushions.
• Do not vacuum Feather and Down cushions. Use a whisk broom or soft brush to remove dust and debris.
• It is normal for feathers to occasionally migrate through the fabric due to compression caused from sitting on the cushions.

LEATHER FURNITURE
Leather will crack and peel if you don’t clean and condition it at least four times per year. Use a product such as the Jordan’s Furniture Peace of
Mind kit sold at our stores to keep your leather moisturized and protected from cracking and peeling.
Avoid caustic substances, such as chlorine from swimming pools, salts, bleach, animal flea and tick treatments, lotions and hair styling products
from coming in contact with the leather as they can cause cracking, peeling and discoloration. In addition, build up of body and hair oil from both
people and pets can discolor and stain the leather.
Bonded or Bi-Cast leathers should never be conditioned. Remove dust with a dry cloth and then wipe again with a slightly moistened cloth to
remove any additional residue. Bonded leather is fabric based, but gives the look of genuine leather.
• Weekly, wipe all leather with a clean, dry cloth to remove dust and prevent build up.
Leather will fade or change color when exposed to sunlight. Direct sunlight for extended periods will cause more fading to occur and it will
happen faster. Placing your furniture away from direct sun exposure or using window coverings will slow and lessen fading.

WOOD FURNITURE
Clean and polish the wood at least four times per year with silicone-free furniture cleaner and polish to keep it moisturized and protected,
such as the Jordan’s Furniture Peace of Mind kit sold at our stores. If you purchased the 5 Year Peace of Mind Protection Program, please refer to the
warranty handout for cleaning information or for any accidental stain or damage that may occur.
• Weekly, dust the wood with a soft, lint-free cloth to prevent build up and damage.
• Paper towels have a rough surface and can scratch your wood. Do not use them on wood.
• Protect the wood and finish from scratches, burns and water marks by using coasters and placemats. We also recommend a quality, heat
		 resistant table pad.
Periodically, tighten screws and bolts, especially with frequently used furniture, such as dining tables and chairs.

AREA RUG & PAD
Keep your rugs clean. If you purchased the 5 Year Protection Program, always refer to the warranty hand-out for cleaning information or for any
accidental stain or damage that may occur.
• Annually, have your area rug professionally cleaned (or as soon as possible if the rug is soiled).
•	Weekly, vacuum your area rug to remove debris and abrasive particles. Avoid vacuuming the fringe and outermost edges, as doing so
could result in it becoming shredded or torn away from the rest of the rug.
•	Hooked and braided rugs should be vacuumed using the “bare floor” setting to prevent damage. Using a beater bar, which is designed for
use on a regular rug or carpet, can snag loose fibers and cause pulls or runs in the surface.
Invest in a quality Rug Pad. We always recommend that you purchase a quality rug pad to provide support and stability to your area rug, ensuring
better performance and appearance. A rubber-bottomed rug pad will help to keep the rug from slipping and moving, as well as protect the surface of
the flooring underneath, minimizing scratches, dye transfer and damage to floor finishes.
Use Furniture Cups under furniture that is placed on your area rug to help prevent damage and matting down of the rug’s fibers.
Rotate area rugs annually. To help the area rug wear more evenly, rotate the rug 180° annually.

MATTRESSES
Single-sided mattress: Unless directed otherwise, you should rotate your new mattress every two weeks for the first
three months, and then once every three months thereafter.
Dual-sided mattress: Rotate your new mattress every two weeks and also be sure to flip the mattress
every other time. After the first three months, rotate and flip your mattress every three months.

